Information Requested:

Please could you provide the following information relating to potholes across your estate in accordance with the requirements of the Freedom of Information (FOI) Act 2000?

1. Please detail the annual spend for potholes on your estate since 2015
   
   2015 - £0.00  
   2016 - £0.00  
   2017 - £0.00  
   2018 - £133.11  
   2019 - £0.00  
   2020 - £57.40

2. Please detail how much compensation has been paid out for any damage to vehicles/people due to potholes on your estate since 2015.

   £0.00

3. How many potholes have been repaired on your estate, annually, since 2015?
   
   2015 - Unable to confirm*  
   2016 – 0 repairs  
   2017 – 0 repairs  
   2018 – 1 repair  
   2019 – 0 repairs  
   2020 – 1 repair

   *The Trust is unable to confirm the data for 2015. Data for former SEPT indicates 0, however former NEPT were using a different system at that time to manage maintenance tasks that EPUT no longer have access to.

4. How long do the pothole repairs normally last?
   
   The Trust is unable to provide a response as this depends on a number of variables (e.g., use of site, traffic through the site, weather conditions etc.)

5. Are the pothole repairs guaranteed?
   
   No

6. How many potholes are there across your estate at present?
   
   The Trust is unable to confirm. While there have been no potholes reported, an audit has not been undertaken to confirm

7. How frequently are the car parks checked for potholes?
   
   There is no regime in place to assess the condition of car parks. However a visual assessment is undertaken by Estates and Facilities staff when in attendance at any facility.
8. How many occasions were the potholes not repaired due to lack of funding?
   None

Publication Scheme:

As part of the Freedom of Information Act all public organisations are required to proactively publish certain classes of information on a Publication Scheme. A publication scheme is a guide to the information that is held by the organisation. EPUT’s Publication Scheme is located on its Website at the following link https://eput.nhs.uk